## SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT

### REVERE GLOW PARAHATCHET
Paracord handle unwraps to provide 8.2ft. (25m) of heavy duty cord for emergency use. Lanyard can be removed for additional 1.6 ft. (0.5m) of cord. 5mm black oxide-finished stainless steel blade. Includes nylon sheath with belt loop. Multi-sized hex wrenches. Quick-action rope cutter on back of blade. Size: 10" x 4" x 0.5". Weight: 11 oz. P/N 13-15540 $15.85

### REVERE PARAKNIFE 4.0
Kit contents: ParaKnifeTM 4.0, PicoTM 1.0 LED Light, Liquid-filled Button Compass, Micro SparkWheel FireStarter, Light-MeTM Tinder, JettScreamTM Micro Signal Whistle, and StarFlash®Micro Signal Mirror. Size HxWxD: 8.7" x 3.4" x 0.2" (220 x 34 x 4mm). Weight: 8.8 oz. (249g). P/N 13-15541 $23.95

### REVERE SABERCUT CHAIN SAW
Survival Cutting Tool Flexible 24" blade cuts in a wide variety of angles and with very little clearance. Sharpens with standard 1/8" saw blade sharpener. "Pro" version includes carry case with hook-and-loop closure. "Lite" version comes without the carry case. Can be extended by simply adding extra rope to each handle. Lasts indefinitely with minimal routine maintenance. Self-cleaning saw teeth. Weight: 4.2 ounces (119g) (saw and case). P/N 13-15542 $23.75

### REVERE SURVIVAL TOOL CARD
Thirteen tools protected by a hard plastic credit card-size case: Attachment loop, Mini Phillips screwdriver, Large flathead screwdriver, Magnifying glass, 8-sided bolt head wrench, Position wrench (4 different sizes), Butterfly wrench, large flathead screwdriver, Bottle opener, File edge, Sharp knife edge, Can opener, 2 inch/5cm ruler, and Mini compass®. Size closed: 3.3"x2.2"x0.5" Weighs 1.6 oz. "For optimum compass performance, separate compass portion from main unit."

### REVERE WETFIRE TINDER PACK OF FIVE
Works in all weather and all altitudes. Safe, light-weight and easy to carry. Cube form, individually packaged to maintain freshness. Over 1,300 degree Fahrenheit flame. For use with any UST or other sparking device, 5-year shelf life. Approximate size per cube: 1"x1.75"x.5". Approx weight per cube: 0.16 oz. P/N 13-15545 $3.95

### REVERE WATER TIGHT CASES
This Watertight Case Keeps Valuables Secure and Dry. Holds keys, credit cards, and others mall essentials. Shatterproof polycarbonate case with o-ring seals for import and water-resistance. (NOTE: Not intended for submersion). Lanyard and biner included.

### REVERE COMPASS COMBO
Liquid-filled compass, faraday thermometer, and whistle. Break-away lanyard included. Size: 2.75"x1.75"x.25" Weight: .6oz. P/N 15-15549 $2.50

### REVERE DELUXE MAP COMPASS

### REVERE LENSIATIC COMPASS
Liquid-filled compass keeps north arrow steady. Clear base plate with magnifier for easy map reading. Multiple measurement scales for precise route planning. Adjustable marching line. Neck lanyard included. Size: 3"x2.3"x.25". *Weight: 8 oz.

### SEE-ME DUO LIGHT
Personal Locator Light with a flashlight on one end and a strobe on the other. Steady-on mode: Provides 37 lumens of light. Runs 14 hours continuously on. Strobe mode: Provides 45 lumens of light. Runs 24 hours continuously flashing. Strobe role = 60 flashes per minute (1Hz). Lifetime LED is unbreakable and never needs to be replaced. Easy twist on/off. Impact and water-resistant IPX8. Wrist lanyard and hook/loop attachment strap included. P/N 13-15553 $26.75

### NEBO POPPY LANTERN AND SPOT LIGHT
Poppy is a combination 300 lumen CREE® and 3W CREE® LED lantern and bright LED spot light. Poppy is the perfect light for indoor or outdoor use when versatility and powerful lighting are critical. With a rubberized impact-resistant body, Poppy is both rugged and soft to the touch. Poppy easily changes from spot light to lantern with just a slide of its top, revealing a full 360º CREE® lantern. The handle is designed to easily adjust to conventionally serve both light modes. 4 Assorted Colors (Yellow, Dark Grey, Red, Green). Lantern color is shipped randomly. P/N 13-20219 $15.95

### REVERE ENSPIRE LED HEADLAMP
This Revere Enspire LED headlamp has up to 230 Lumens. Runs 160 hours continuously on “Low”. Runs 9 hours continuously on “High”. Lifetime LED is unbreakable and never needs to be replaced. Rubberized housing enhances impact-resistance. Water-resistant IPX4. Focus control adjustment allows for broad or directed beam. Head ratchets to direct light as needed. Battery pack has independently operated red steady-on or red flashing light. Rear battery pack keeps weight comfortably balanced. P/N 13-15554 $29.95

### SNOW BROOM
The SNO BRM offers pilots a way to quickly sweep snow off aircraft wings and away from the user. Great for high wing aircraft. The oversized head (6" x 17") is the largest snow remover available. The aluminum telescoping handle has special cold resistant nylon threads and extends from 27" to 46". Also great for cars, trucks, SUV’s, and awnings. P/N13-04055 $19.65

### UST DELTA SHOCK AND STORM PROOF LIGHTER
Catalyzer coil provides ultimate windproof flame. Catalyzes winds of 70-80 miles per hour. Burns with clean hot flame at 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Flame Indicator Window located on side of combustion chamber glows when lighter is ignited. Fuel Level Indicator visually reveals fuel level. Permits easy, one-handed operation good for over 30,000 ignitions. Water Resistant O-Ring Seals keep water out when lighter is capped or maintained. Optimum performance in altitudes up to 8,000 feet. Not intended for use in altitudes over 10,000 feet. P/N 11-10893 $48.95
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